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It’s been a very happening time at the CII Institute of 
Quality with a wide array of programmes. Going 
forward ,we are happy to announce that we are 
introducing New Services,New Products and 
engaging with new sectors & geographies .We also 
plan to start specialized services for the  Small Scale 
Industries by encouraging them to be part of the BE 
journey.IQ will use  Cloud Platforms for Process 
Solutions -Business Process Management ,Supplier 
Quality Management ,Customer Value Management 
and Asset Performance Management shortly. We 
successfully completed the Second Business 
Excellence  Conclave. We are happy to inform 
members that 400 odd companies have participated 
in the Business Excellence Journey over the years 
and 242 have received various recognitions and 
Awards so far .We are overwhelmed by the number of 
new companies who have showed interest in 
participating in the CII EXIM Bank BE Awards.

The SME sector has always been one of the key focus 
areas of IQ. Two BE Clusters initiated during the 
current year with the support of OEM’s are 
progressing well. The outcomes are very 
encouraging. It is reinforcing the point that in the 
uncertain times that we are facing today there is great 
need and urgency for SMB sector to acquire the 
necessary skills to manage business volatility and 
evolve effective and suitable strategies to overcome 
them. The cluster initiatives enables SMB’s to 
establish systematic methods and processes to 
evolve them. The Award programme 2013 also offers 
a wonderful opportunity to those SMB’s who choose to 
challenge the CII EXIM Bank Award for Business 
Excellence.

This year, the CII National Quality Summit will be on 
8th November 2013 at Taj Vivanta, Yeswantpur 
followed by the CII-EXIM Awards for Business 
Excellence 2013. Manfred H Muell,  Former CEO, 
Mercedes Benz &CEO Scientrix Holdings  will speak 
on the ‘Future of the Car strategy '. Mr Subroto Bagchi, 
Chairman, Mindtree will speak on his book - The 
Elephant Catchers which covers  many organizations, 
even those that may have a brilliant start, falter in their 
attempts to achieve transformational growth in their 
later phases. In The Elephant Catchers, Subroto 
Bagchi distils his years of on-the-ground learning to 
explore why this happens, and what such 
organizations and their people must do to climb to the 
next level and beyond. Bagchi demonstrates a crucial 
point: Organizations with real ambition to get to the top 
need to embrace the idea of scale and then ensure 
that it systematically pervades every aspect of its 
functioning. In doing this, he leads you to evaluate:Is 
your organization’s infrastructure designed to evolve 
and ultimately mimic the simultaneity of a living 
organism?Are you constantly nurturing and renewing 
your brand identity or letting it stagnate and 
decay?Does your sales force have as many hunters 
as it has farmers? Or is it dominated by a grizzly who 
just waits for the salmon to land in its mouth? In a 

fiercely competitive environment, are you really 
stepping ‘out of the box’ and learning from unusual 
sources?Are leaders in your organization truly 
building capacity or merely solving problems? 
Practical advice on real issues, from how to deal with 
consultants to the question of succession, words of 
caution on strategy traps and M&As and invaluable 
insights into a whole range of growth-related issues 
–The Elephant Catchers has it all.  This will be 
followed by the CII EXIM Bank BE Excellence Awards. 
The Highlight this year will be  focused Master classes 
from Bosch on Business Excellence , HR Excellence 
by Deloitte, Knowledge Management by Wipro and 
Innovation Practices by speakers from GE. Members 
may contact the secretariat for more details .

On the heels of last year’s overwhelming success of 
the First National Laboratory Conclave, this year too, 
CII Institute of Quality jointly with National 
Accreditation Board for Testing and Calibration 
Laboratories (NABL) jointly hosted the 2nd National 
Conclave for Laboratories in Bangalore on 16-17 
September. Over 400 technologists and scientists 
participated in the two day Conclave which was 
addressed by over 50 eminent speakers. Dr APJ 
Abdul Kalam, Former President of India,  at the 
valedictory session, speaking on the theme 
‘Innovative practices in laboratory management’  said  
“Brand Evolution of Indian Products can only come 
through Quality Assurance” for which accredited 
testing and calibration are essential components in 
the entire product development cycle starting from 
design through the life cycle support.” “I am sure, 
Indian Industries, with its facilities, infrastructure, and 
quality human resource will constantly work towards 
enhancing, preserving and nurturing brand image of 
the Indian products for its quality and assured 
performance”, he said.The Conclave was inaugurated 
by Dr T Ramasami, Secretary, Dept. of Science & 
Technology, Govt. of India

To make more Indian companies competitive and to 
support them in their journey the 13th TPM National 
Conference, the flag ship event of TPM Club India was 
held during 12 - 13 September 2013 in Chennai. It was 
designed such that practicing companies benefitted 
by adapting experiences of other successful 
companies besides giving confidence to new 
entrants. The networking at this pan-India meet 
proved to be crucial to all. Topics such as “Changes in 
People’s dimension”, “Board Room to Shopfloor 
transformation”, “Daily Work Management - The Coke 
Way” together with panel discussions on topics of 
today’s requirement and the representation by our 
Japanese partners - Japan Institute of Plant 
Maintenance and TPM Company-JMA Consultants 
Inc (Formerly known as JIPM Solutions Co Ltd) made 
this conference a milestone in its journey. The added 
attraction was the competition for the prestigious 
“Kaizen Championship Trophy” and “Sona Kaizen 
Award” among the 10 winners of the two Kaizen 
Conferences conducted earlier this year.The 7th 
National Conference & Competition on Six Sigma was 
conducted on 20-21 September at Bangalore. 

The Educational Excellence Vertical conducted the 
16th Edition of National Summit on Quality in 
Education on 27 – 28 September at Christ University, 
Bangalore with the theme ‘Smart Measurements for a 
Sustainable Educational Institution’. The summit 
provided an opportunity to share concepts, 
approaches and best practices that could be adapted 
or adopted by educational institutions. More than 40 
speakers, both National and International, addressed 

crucial and important aspects of Quality in 
Education. Over 500 delegates, covering a wide 
spectrum of senior people involved in the 
management of educational institutions from 
government aided and private institutions attended. 
The Summit highlighted today’s National conversion 
on assessments, accreditation and institutional 
effectiveness which is forcing the educational 
leaders, policy makers’ administrators to re-examine 
how they will educate learners. NSQE attendees 
explored why, how and the need of measurements of 
practices in educational institutions; measurements 
as to the effectiveness of learning spaces; assessing 
Institutional effectiveness for assuring Quality 
learning and data Driven Decision making. They 
assimilated the stories of breakthroughs, with 
presentations by some of the brightest minds in the 
field about their practices in numerous facets of the 
educational process from science to the fine arts.

Our touch points are Business Excellence 
Model,TPM ,Education Excellence for the Board 
Level  ,The Competitive Product Portfolio and 
Quality Management Systems for the Senior 
Leadership and Tools and Techniques for the 
Managers and Process Owners. I take this 
opportunity to thank all the member companies who 
have supported IQ so strongly over the years . We 
will be bringing out a survey and we request  you to 
kindly give us your valuable feedback and new ideas 
to continue this Quality Journey.
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http://newsletters.cii.in/Quality-Newsletter/October-2013/White-Paper-on-Stimulating-Private-Sector-investment.pdf
http://newsletters.cii.in/Quality-Newsletter/October-2013/BCG-CII-Winning-with-Uncertainty-June-2013.pdf
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CII Institute of Quality is pleased to announce the Master Class on 
“Innovation: smashing the hand-mind-market barrier” 
scheduled on 7th November 2013 at Vivanta by Taj, Yeshwantpur, 
Bangalore along with CII NATIONAL QUALITY SUMMIT 2013.

Target Audience

Directors and Managers whose job role involves them with the 
strategic and /or day-to-day management of Design and strategic 
planning from both public and private sector organisations. Head of 
Innovation/Service Development, Head of Project Management, 
Head of Strategy, Head of IT Strategy, Collaboration Lead,  Project 
Manager, Programme Managers from e-Commerce, Education, 
Energy, Financial Services, Government, Healthcare, Insurance, 
Legal, Manufacturing, Media/Entertainment, Pharmaceutical, Life 
Sciences, Telecom, Transportation, Aerospace can attend.

Takeaways: You will learn how to

?Create a shared vision
?Drive innovation in small and large teams
?Build your own innovation roadmap
?Use tools such as Balanced Scorecard and Triz

CII Institute of Quality is pleased to announce the Master Class on 
“Role of KM for Organization’s Performance improvement in 
uncertain times” scheduled on 7th November 2013 at Vivanta by 
Taj, Yeshwantpur, Bangalore along with CII NATIONAL QUALITY 
SUMMIT 2013.

Target Audience

Directors and Managers whose job role involves them with the 
strategic and /or day-to-day management of knowledge and 
intellectual capital from both public and private sector 
organisations. Head of Knowledge Management, Head of 
Collaboration, Head of Digital Engagement, Head of Social Media, 
Head of Innovation/Service Development, Head of Project 
Management, Head of Strategy, Head of IT Strategy, Knowledge or 
Collaboration Lead, Knowledge Manager, Project Manager, 
Programme Managers from e-Commerce, Education, Energy, 
Financial Services, Government, Healthcare, Insurance, Legal, 
Manufacturing, Media/Entertainment, Pharmaceutical, Life 
Sciences, Telecom, Transportation, Aerospace can attend. 

Takeaways

This Master Class will also be very relevant for all those seeking to 
gain engagement in the context of both knowledge management 
and social business; or who are interested in or currently applying 
collaboration and social tools, including enterprise social networks, 
social intranets, wikis and other social media. CII 's  KM  Committee 

Course material

A Book by Mr Gopichand Katragadda, Managing Director, GE India 
Technology Centre “S.M.A.S.H INNOVATION: SMASHING THE 
HAND-MIND-MARKET BARRIER” will be given to all the 
participants.

Participation Fee:

Rs.4,000/- per participant, this fee includes 12.36% service tax. 
Cheque/DD towards delegate fee should be drawn in favour of CII 
Institute of Quality, payable at Bangalore.

Members are requested to make use of this MASTER CLASS and 
also nominate colleagues to attend the same. For registration, you 
may contact Ms Jayashree Das at  
Registration form is attached.

FACULTY: 

• Dr. Gopichand Katragadda, Chairman and Managing 
Director, GE India Technology Centre.

• Ms. Suchismita Sanyal, Manager-Edison Engineering 
Program, GE Global Research

jayashree.das@cii.in.

has been promoting the advancement of knowledge management 
as a discipline in India and so will be relevant to anyone with an 
interest in furthering that agenda. 

?KM strategy for improving key business metrics
?Different approaches for retaining and transferring Tacit 

Knowledge
?KM role for productivity enhancement
?How Knowledge management can act as catalyst for 

Innovative products and solutions

Participation Fee:

Rs.4,000/- per participant, this fee includes 12.36% service tax. 
Cheque/DD towards delegate fee should be drawn in favour of CII 
Institute of Quality, payable at Bangalore.Members are requested 
to make use of this MASTER CLASS and also nominate colleagues 
to attend the same. For registration, you may contact Ms Jayashree 
Das at  Registration form is attached.
 
  
FACULTY: Mr Devender Malhotra, Chief Quality Officer, Wipro 
and Dr.Hariprasad Reddy, Head of Knowledge Management, 
Wipro Ltd.

 jayashree.das@cii.in.

MASTER CLASS ON INNOVATION by GE
Innovation:  Smashing the Hand-Mind-Market Barrier

1400-1700 hrs : Thursday, 7 November 2013 : Vivanta by Taj, Yeshwantpur : Bangalore

MASTER CLASS by WIPRO
Role of KM for Organization’s Performance improvement in uncertain times 

0930-1230 hrs : Thursday, 7 November 2013 : Vivanta by Taj, Yeshwantpur : Bangalore
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CII Institute of Quality is pleased to announce the Master Class on 
“Journey of Business Excellence at Bosch” scheduled on 9th 
November 2013 at Vivanta by Taj, Yeshwantpur, Bangalore along 
with CII NATIONAL QUALITY SUMMIT 2013.

Objective

Any organization in its journey comes across various challenges 
and continues to overcome them yet keeping its growth trajectory 
high. Bosch as an organization, started as a small workshop 127 
years back has stood the test of time and grown to a global 
organisation, continue to satisfy all stake holders’ needs. Very few 
organizations can boast of such a feat. This can be attributed to the 
culture built on solid foundation on ‘The Bosch Values’ and ‘CIP’ 
since decades, that have the fundamental concepts of excellence 
embedded in them.

Target Audience

Directors and Managers whose job role involve change initiatives, 
developing strategies and business plans for the organization. 
Head of Business Excellence, Head of Project management, Head 
of Innovation and R&D, Head of Strategy, Head of IT Strategy, 
Knowledge or Collaboration Lead, Head of Supplies, head of sales, 
head of HR, head of Manufacturing etc.

Takeaways

This Master Class will be very relevant for all those seeking to gain 

CII Institute of Quality is pleased to announce the Master Class on 
“Role of KM for Organization’s Performance improvement in 
uncertain times” scheduled on 7th November 2013 at Vivanta by 
Taj, Yeshwantpur, Bangalore along with CII NATIONAL QUALITY 
SUMMIT 2013.

Target Audience

Directors and Managers whose job role involves them with the 
strategic and /or day-to-day management of knowledge and 
intellectual capital from both public and private sector 
organisations. Head of Knowledge Management, Head of 
Collaboration, Head of Digital Engagement, Head of Social Media, 
Head of Innovation/Service Development, Head of Project 
Management, Head of Strategy, Head of IT Strategy, Knowledge or 
Collaboration Lead, Knowledge Manager, Project Manager, 
Programme Managers from e-Commerce, Education, Energy, 
Financial Services, Government, Healthcare, Insurance, Legal, 
Manufacturing, Media/Entertainment, Pharmaceutical, Life 
Sciences, Telecom, Transportation, Aerospace can attend. 

deeper insights on Business Excellence in action. 

?Fostering a culture of ‘Living Business Excellence’ in the 
organization

?Lessons learnt in the journey of implementing business 
excellence from strategy to daily work.

?Innovative approaches used in implementing key initiatives 
relating the Business Excellence (TQM) to get corresponding 
business results 

Participation Fee:

Rs. 4,000/- per participant, this fee includes 12.36% service tax. 
Cheque towards delegate fee should be drawn in favour of CII 
Institute of Quality, payable at Bangalore only.
 
Members are requested to make use of this MASTER CLASS and 
also nominate colleagues to attend the same. For registration, you 
may contact Mr N Deep at 

FACULTY: Mr. A. N. Prabhakara, General Manager, Business 
Excellence at Bosch Limited

n.deep@cii.in 

Takeaways

?Trends in Succession Planning 
?Importance of High-Potential Assessment in Global World
?Best Practices in High Potential Assessment
?Process of Identifying Hi-Potential Leaders through a Case 

Study

Participation Fee:

Rs.4,000/- per participant, this fee includes 12.36% service tax. 
Cheque/DD towards delegate fee should be drawn in favour of CII 
Institute of Quality, payable at Bangalore.

Members are requested to make use of this MASTER CLASS and 
also nominate colleagues to attend the same. For registration, you 
may contact Ms Jayashree Das at  
Registration form is attached.

FACULTY: Ms. Vishali Dongrie, Senior Director, Human 
Capital, Deloitte

jayashree.das@cii.in.

MASTER CLASS by Bosch
Journey of Business Excellence at Bosch

0930-1230 hrs : Saturday, 9 November 2013 : Vivanta by Taj, Yeshwantpur : Bangalore

MASTER CLASS by Deloitte
Identifying and developing HIPO and future stars

1400-1630 hrs : Saturday, 9 November 2013 : Vivanta by Taj, Yeshwantpur : Bangalore
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Quality improvement and innovation has become a world order for 
all types of organizations, said Dr APJ Abdul Kalam at the 
valedictory session of the two day 2nd National Conclave for 
Laboratories held on 16 & 17 September in Bangalore. Speaking 
on the theme ‘Innovative practices in laboratory management’ , Dr 
Kalam said “Brand Evolution of Indian Products can only come 
through Quality Assurance” for which accredited testing and 
calibration are essential components in the entire product 
development cycle starting from design through the life cycle 

He urged the organizers of the Conclave CII and NABL to provide 
support to the industry in terms of training and development 
support as well as by ensuring the availability of reliable test 
houses and mobile lab services especially for the MSME 
segments. He said for economic development, it is essential that 
India step up its ranking on the Global Innovation Index and 
Competition Index presently hovering around 64 and 59 
respectively. “For this we need creative leadership across all 
sectors who should give high importance to education and 
research”.

support. Continuous assurance of product quality is realized 
through periodic testing, evaluation and use of testing feedback 
for improving the product design. This is the area of vital 
importance for preserving Indian product image. “I am sure, Indian 
Industries, with its facilities, infrastructure, and quality human 
resource will constantly work towards enhancing, preserving and 
nurturing brand image of the Indian products for its qu  ality and 
assured performance”, he said.

Dr Kalam lauded the efforts of CII Institute of Quality and NABL, 
the apex accreditation body in India for laboratories in creating a 
forum to share, discuss and evolve policy on all critical and 
emerging issues relating to testing and calibration laboratory 
practices.

The Conclave was inaugurated by Dr T Ramasami, Secretary, 
Dept. of Science & Technology, Govt. of India, who is also the 
Chairman of NABL. Dr Ramasami called for the need to set 
benchmarks as measurements of performance of laboratories. He 
said bodies like NABL and CII should set new standards on the 
processes adopted by laboratories as a basis of their accreditation,

“Brand Evolution of Indian Products can only come
through Quality Assurance”...Dr APJ Abdul Kalam

2nd National Conclave for Laboratories 

 
Dr APJ Abdul Kalam, Former President of India speaking at the valedictory session of the two day 2nd National Conclave for

Laboratories held on 16 & 17 September in Bangalore with the theme ‘Innovative practices in laboratory management’
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instead of relying only on the presence of resources and facilities to 
ensure reliable and credible results of their testing. He said 
innovation which is based on creativity and practices which are 
based on established standards need to be pursued together in a 
synergetic manner for the laboratories to improve on their 
performance. He also stressed on the participants to discover 
practical solutions to problems during the Conclave rather than only

discussing the issues.

Mr Anil Relia, Director, National Accreditation Board for Testing and
Calibration Laboratories (NABL) briefly outlined the formation and 
relevance of NABL as the agency responsible for accreditation of 
laboratories in India. Mr N Murugesan, Director General, Central 
Power Research Institute (CPRI), the Guest of Honour, while

 
Dr A P J Abdul Kalam, Former President of India, (third from left) at the valedictory session of the 2nd National Conclave for

Laboratories on 17th September. Others from left to right: Mr Anil Relia, Director, National Accreditation Board for Testing
and Calibration Laboratories (NABL); Mr Anupam Kaul, Principal Counsellor & Head (TQM), CII Institute of Quality;

Mr Aroon Raman, Former Chairman, CII Karnataka & Managing Director, Raman FibreScience Private Limited & Ms Greeta
Varughese, Executive Director, CII Institute of Quality. 

Dr T Ramasami, Secretary, Dept. of Science & Technology, Govt. of India, the Chief Guest (fourth from left) at the inaugural of the 2nd 
National Conclave for Laboratories on 16th September. Others from left to right: Mr Anupam Kaul, Principal Counsellor & Head 

(TQM), CII Institute of Quality; Mr Anil Relia, Director, National Accreditation Board for Testing and Calibration Laboratories (NABL); Mr 
N Murugesan, Director General, Central Power Research Institute (CPRI), the Guest of Honour; Mr S Chandrasekhar, Past 

Chairman, CII and Managing Director, Bhoruka Power Corporation & Ms Greeta Varughese, Executive Director, CII Institute of Quality. 
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emphasising on the interdependence of laboratories, spoke about 
the rising expectations of customers from laboratories. Citing a live 
example, he cautioned about some of the malpractices being 
undertaken within the existing accreditation framework. Mr S 
Chandrasekhar, Past Chairman, CII and Managing Director, 
Bhoruka Power Corporation calling for a responsible and 
constructive Quality Management System, suggested that effective 
accreditation should not lead to increase in the cost of doing 
business. Even a 1% error could significantly contribute to national 
wastage besides its lost opportunity potential, he cautioned.

Over 400 technologists and scientists participated in the two day 
Conclave held on 16-17 September at Bangalore that was 
addressed by over 50 eminent speakers on the theme “Innovative 
Practices in Laboratory Management”. This was the second 
conclave jointly organized by the CII Institute of Quality and NABL 
with objective of improving the laboratory infrastructure & practices 
in the country. Notable speakers  included Dr T Venkatesh, Lead 
Assessor, NABL and Advisor, Quality Council of India (QCI); Mr Jeff 
Gust, Chief Corporate Metrologist, Fluke Calibration, USA; Dr 
Sandhya Kabra, Director (Quality), Food Safety Standards 
Authority of India (FSSAI); Mr B Venkataram, Secretary General, 

QCI ; Dr Alexander Thomas, Director, Bangalore Baptist Hospital; 
Mr N K Kansara, Head, Central Laboratory, Bureau of Indian 
Standards; Mr Prabhat Kumar Gupta, Chief Scientist, National 
Physical Laboratory; Dr S K Saxena, Director, EIC; Mr Anil Jauhri, 
CEO, NABCB and Mr Aroon Raman, Managing Director, Raman 
FibreScience. 

The Technical Sessions included Innovative Practices in Laboratory 
Management; Key Developments in Critical Sectors; 
Developments in Laboratory standards and accreditation 
programmes worldwide; Updates on Laboratory accreditation in 
India; Reinforcing the Accreditation infrastructure in India; 
Improving Quality of Laboratory / Diagnostic services; Making 
laboratories successful business ventures through operational 
excellence and Views of Stakeholders on Indian Laboratory 
Accreditation System.

For more information on the Laboratory Conclave besides 
Conformity Assessment & Standards initiatives of CII, please 
contact anupam.kaul@cii.in

CII - TPM Club India organised the 13th TPM National Conference 
in Chennai on the 12-13 September which was attended by over 
250 participants from more than 100 companies.

Welcoming the gathering during the Inaugural session, Mr R 
Anantharaman Member, Manufacturing Panel CII, Chennai Zone & 
General Manager – Carborandum Universal Limited shared their 
experiences of TPM and the reason for adopting the same.

13th TPM National Conference
TPM CLUB INDIA FELICITATES KAIZEN CHAMPIONS FOR THE YEAR 2013

 
Mr R Anantharaman, Member, Manufacturing Panel CII,Chennai Zone & General Manager – Carborandum Universal Limited with

Mr  J Srinivasan, Board Member, TPM Club India and Mentor Director, TTK Protective Devices Ltd to his left with
Mr Rajesh Parim Principal Counsellor and Head TPM Club India CII at the inaugural.
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Mr J Srinivasan Board Member, TPM Club India and Mentor 
Director, TTK Protective Devices Ltd in his inaugural speech briefed 
on how TPM has benefitted his company and provided a direction 
for the growth. Mr Rajesh Parim, Principal Counsellor and Head, 
TPM Club India briefed participants of the unmatched journey of 
TPM Club India and how TPM grew in India.

Mr Tsutomu Nakamura, Japan Institute of Plant Maintenance 
(JIPM), spoke about the importance of TPM, TPM Awards and its 
growth across the Globe, gave inputs on the different levels of 
awards in the TPM journey and the status of TPM practices across 
the world. 

Indian Economy if taken to all sector” was an eye opener on how 
TPM not only benefits the top line and the bottom line of the 
organization but also that of the country. The panellists spoke about 
“Manufacturing Economy”, “Export Economy”, ”Contribution from 
the office” to name a few which will definitely lead to the changing 
Indian economy if TPM is taken to all the sectors.

TPM philosophy is a journey. In this journey, there are many mile 
stones, which we can be called as the awards. How this journey 
from the initiation of TPM to the TPM Excellence Level Award and 
finally to TPM World Class Award goes to keeping the motivation 
high of all the employees in the company was touched upon by Mr 
Hiroyuki Kaneko, JMA Consultants Inc., Japan via a video 
conference. His presentation gave the participants an 
encouragement to take up TPM as a journey and to benefit from it. 

Daily Work Management is the key essence for the successful 
running of a company. Effective utilization of every day is the key for 
the success of business. Every person in the company should be 
able to manage their day in a planned manner. Hindustan Coca 
Cola presented the importance of Daily work management, the 
ROUTINES and how it was integrated into the TPM activity.

People form the most important and valuable asset in any company. 
Without them a company cannot move forward. The importance of 
engaging the operators positively for the development as well as 
“how” with TPM methodology was discussed in the session on 
Changes in People’s dimension through TPM from the experiences 
of Tata Motors Ltd, Sanand Plant and The Supreme Industries Ltd. 
Hearing how TPM grows the operator from just an ordinary person 
to master operator of his equipment and the process through the 
success story from the operator himself was a scintillating 
experience. 

The panel discussion that followed on the topic of “Can TPM change

Many companies feel that TPM is a shop floor activity; TPM is 
different from Business. The session on Board room to shop floor 
transformation showed how TPM as a business tool transforms the 
balance sheet of a company through the transformation in the shop 
floor initially and then how all the other departments in the company 
contribute to the growth and the profitability of the company. The 
transformation happens not only in the physical sense but the most 
important change that happens in the journey of TPM is the 
transformation in the minds of the people to look for ideas / areas 
which can be addressed for making the company a profitable 
constitution. This was aptly brought out by Carborundum Universal 
Ltd and Raychem RPG Ltd during the session.

The session on Organisational Economic Value Improvement 
through TPM saw how Aquasub Industries Ltd used the concept of 
Asset utilization or sweating of assets as the key for increased 
profitability. Return on investment is the key for a business. 
Increased returns are a must for the existence of the company, for 
the people who are working in the company and for the share 
holders. TPM addresses all these. This was brought out clearly 
during this session.

 
Mr Tsutomu Nakamura, Japan Institute of Plant Maintenance, Japan being felicitated at the 13th TPM National Conference.
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 There is always an anxiety amongst everyone on “What next” when 
a journey is being taken. The same is the case in the TPM journey.  
There is some information in the TPM Application Outline by JIPM. 
But how it is actually translated in reality and how it is to be practiced 
is the key. The panel discussion on “Challenging Higher levels in 
TPM Journey: The Indian experiences” brought out the TEXT to 
ACTION in a clear manner by the members of the panel.

At the beginning of the conference, 10 companies presented their 
kaizens which were the winners of the previous 2 conferences 
conducted at Delhi and Pune. The competition was very intense 
and the winners were given the Kaizen Championship trophy and 
the Sona Kaizen Cash Award which was instituted by Dr Surinder 
Kapur, Founder Chairman and Managing Director, Sona Group of 
Companies. Mr Tsutomu Nakamura Japan Institute of Plant 
Maintenance, Japan presented the winners with the Kaizen 
Champion Trophy as well as the Sona Kaizen Cash Award of 
Rs.50,000/- each during the award ceremony.

CII Institute of Quality organized the annual National Conference on 
Six Sigma on 20-21 September at Bangalore. 

The two-day conference cum competition at the CII-IQ campus in 
Bangalore was inaugurated by Dr Umapathy Panyala, CEO, Apollo 
Group of Hospitals. Mr Rajesh Parim, Principal Counsellor CII - 
Institute of Quality in his welcome address said the concept of Six 
Sigma is challenging & learning together is a very unique concept. 
Participants, he said, would get exposed to various innovative tools 
and techniques which they could successfully use to make their 
companies become better & competitive. 

There were 95 participants from various industries and regions of 
which 22 were from presenting companies and 10 were from non 
presenting companies. Presentations were selected by 3 jury 
members.

 
Winners of “Kaizen Championship Trophy” and

“Sona Kaizen Award” with Mr Tsutomu Nakamura,
Japan Institute of Plant Maintenance, Japan

Winners of “Kaizen Championship Trophy” and “Sona Kaizen Award”

CATEGORY

Operator Level

Manager Level

Senior Manager Level

COMPANY

Auro  Spinning  Mills,  Baddi

Mahindra & Mahindra Ltd, Nashik

Indian Oil Corporation, Barauni Refinery

TOPIC

Easy to adjust

Management loss Reduction

Equipment related design changes or
Lean machine building 

For further information on the TPM National Conference and about TPM Club India please contact preethi.peter@cii.in 

7th National Conference & Competition
on Six Sigma

 
Dr Umapathy Panyala, CEO, Apollo Group of

Hospitals speaking at the inaugural
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PARTICIPANTSPARTICIPANTS

• TAFE-Madurai
• Amararaja Batteries
• Apollo Munich
• Brakes India-Padi
• Fiat India
• Godrej
• Infosys- Bangalore & Pune 
• ITC - Tribeni
• KOEL- Kagal
• Max Life Insurance
• Quest - Mahadevapura
• Quest-Bellandur
• Reliance Industries Ltd – Jamnagar & Vadodra
• TAFE - Doddaballapur
• TAFE Motors and Tractors Ltd
• Tata Steel – Jamshedpur, Marketing & Jharia

 
Jury

(L to R) Mr Rupesh Lochan (Associate Vice President, Tata
Consultancy Services); Mr L Ramanan ( Founder & Chief

Executive Officer of RAISE Consultancy Services); Mr Ram
Narayan (Consultant World Class Manufacturing Solutions)

The winners under the 4 categories were:

Winner : Tractors and Farm Equipment Ltd- Madurai Runner Up : Tafe Motors and Tractors Ltd, Bhopal

Winner:  Infosys BPO-Bangalore

Category 1: Lean Improvement - Manufacturing Organizations

Category 2: Process Improvement - Service Organizations
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Runner Up : QuEST Global Engineering Pvt Ltd-Mahadevapura

Winner: Reliance Industries Ltd, Vadodara 

Winner: Amara Raja Batteries Ltd- Automotive Division- Tirupati 

Runner Up : Max Life Insurance Co Ltd-Gurgaon

Runner Up: ITC Ltd- Tribeni

Runner Up: Godrej & Boyce Mfg Co.Ltd-Mumbai

Category 3: Quality Improvement Continuous and Bulk Organizations

Category 4: Quality Improvement Discrete Manufacturing Organizations

For more information on this Conference please contact mamta.rai@cii.in
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In 1987, the International Organization for 
Standardization had published the ISO 9000 
series of Standards setting up a new paradigm 
in the area of standardization. Industry that 
had  h i ther to  known s tandards  as  
specifications for products and at best 
technical guidance on industrial practices, 
learnt and adapted management principles of 
o rgan iza t iona l   d isc ip l ine ,  shared 
responsibility, self governing mechanisms, 
and quality improvement as a management 

priority. In terms of popularity, ISO 9001 broke all records of any 
best selling publication, and won acceptance, some readily and 
some reluctantly, across 200 countries and more. It became and 
dictated the language of business with terms like quality policy, 
objectives, PDCA, customer focus, management review, internal 
audits and continual improvement getting ingrained in workflows. At 
a more technical level, practices of process control and calibration 
of measurement devices became an industry norm. In 2000, when 
the third version was published, the world learnt (or failed to learn) 
the power of process management.

The runaway success of ISO 9000 series of standards, prompted 
experts dealing with other important subjects in adopting similar 
approaches. ISO itself set up the Environmental Management 
Committee that published the ISO 14000 series of standards on 
EMS in 1996. While Quality Management was anyone’s subject, 
EMS turned out to require specific technical background. It came 
around at a sensitive period when the globe suddenly started 
feeling the ‘heat’ from environmental and climate change concerns. 
Adopting ISO 14001 became more a public statement of being 
‘responsible’, as a package component for corporate brand 
building, rather than serving any direct business advantage that 
ISO 9001 gave. This is not to undermine the effort of those 
organizations, who adapted the EMS standards, with a clear intent 
of contributing to the environment protection.

By the turn of the millennium, the safety buffs had published the 
Occupational safety management systems standards (OHSAS). 
ISO declined to publish it, as the standard required compliance to 
laws that related to labour, and perhaps for the first time it was 
realized that management systems standards had the potential of 
creating trade embargos. OHSAS standards were published by a 

group of standards and certification bodies in 1999. They modeled 
the standard, as a replica of the EMS standards, in terms of 
structure and style. The structure was however distinctly different 
from both the 1994 version and the year 2000 version of ISO 9001. 
In fact these standards went on to include concordance tables with 
provisions of ISO 9001. This was done with the belief that 
companies who had already adopted ISO 9001, should be able to 
use their existing quality management systems to adapt the 
additional systems. 

As it happened, systems integration started emerging as a need. 
Terms like IMS (Integrated Management Systems) and SHE 
(Safety Health and Environment) became parlance, although no 
universal approach existed for integrating systems. In 2006, The 
British Standards Institute published a Guide called PAS 99, but it 
did not gain wide acceptance due to heavy orientation towards the 
EMS / OHSAS structure.

By the new millennium the concept of management systems had 
emerged as a religion among groups wanting to promote subjects. 
Thanks to initiatives  by  leading standards writing bodies such as 
the British Standards Institute (that incidentally wrote the ancestor 
to ISO 9001) subjects as wide and varied as information technology, 
information security, food safety, supply chain security, social 
accountability, cross country oil and gas pipelines, business 
continuity, risk  in general, energy conservation, road safety, asset 
management, fraud and corruption,  appeared in MS (management 
systems) avatars, some by ISO and some by enterprising national 
standards bodies. Taking the lead on a nationally sensitive subject, 
our very own Bureau of Indian Standards, collaborated with the 
Department of Administrative Reforms to produce a standard, IS 
15700:2005 on reforming public services through the quality 
management approach. On sectoral basis, automotive, aviation, 
education, courts, local governments, food safety, saw the 
development of variants of ISO 9001 having more specific or 
demanding requirements deemed essential to meet the sector 
market needs. 

In order to give some standard shape to the growing number of MS 
Standards, the ISO had published Guide 72, a standard for the 
Standards writers. The Figure below shows how the Guide put 
together the essential ingredients into a common perspective 
based on the widely recognized PDCA approach:

Management Systems Standards – Evolving with the Times

ACT
Management Review
• General
• Input
• Output

Improvement
• General
• Corrective, Preventive

& improvement action

CHECK
Performance
assessment
• Monitoring & 

measurement
• Evaluation & 

compliance
• Internal Audits
• Handling of non 

conformities

Management System
Policy

Planning

• Identification & 
evaluation of aspects, 
impacts and risks

• Identification of legal 
and other requirements

• Contingency Planning

• Objectives
• Organizational 

structure, roles and 
respons ibilities and 
authorities

Implementation and 
operation
• Operation control
• Management of 

resources
• Documentation 

requirements

PLAN

DO

Improvement

Management 

Review

Performance 

assessment

Policy

Planning

Implementation 

& operation

Management 
System

General Requirements

Anupam Kaul
Principal Counsellor,

 CII Institute of Quality
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This Guide also helped in understanding the core concept of 
management systems, around which sectoral or focus area 
requirements could be built. However this Guide stopped short of 
advising on how to contextualize the management systems around 
an organizations business environment and how it should prioritize 
its actions based on real risks and concerns. In absence of this, one 
could see replicas of management system documents across 
organizations, helped largely by an enterprising breed of cut and 
paste experts. The fallout was organizations were failing to see the 
improvements and benefits that the standards promised and some 
even challenged whether the MS Standards actually  provided the 
framework for real improvement, or were just good for satisfying 
external auditors.

As a result of this proliferation, neither the companies nor their 
customers know what is the best form of management system to 
adopt or expect. Coupled to this the growing disillusionment with 
the advantages of ISO 9001 is pushing companies and their 
consortiums, to develop their own systems as production systems, 
Business Excellence Models etc.
In a new paradigm change, ISO has now developed a new Guide for 
Standards writers – Guide 83 prescribing a High level structure, 
identical core text and common terms and core definitions for use in 
Management Systems Standards. It is expected this Guide will 
provide considerable relief to organizations willing or compelled 
due to market compulsions in adopting multiple management 
systems in a single structure. However Guide 83 also enforces 
additional of some compulsory elements as a part of all 
management systems notably:

1. Understanding the organization and its context  in terms of 
external and internal issues that are relevant to its purpose  
that affect its ability to achieve the intended outcome 

2. The Management System shall include identification of 
processes and their interaction (so far, this was only a 
requirement under ISO 9001)

3. Organization leadership to ensure achievement of intended 
outcomes

4. Determine the risks and opportunities for achieving  its 
intended outcome(s) and to prevent undesired effects; plan 
actions to address these risks and opportunities and 
integerate actions into processes

5. Determine communication needs – what, when, and with 
whom to communicate

6. Analysis and evaluation of results from monitoring and 
measurement (so far, this was only a requirement under some 
MS Standards)

ISO has mandated all ISO Committees to adopt this common 
structure. One of the first Standards to appear with this structure will 
be the next edition of ISO 9001 expected for a release in 2015. 
There is an expectancy this move will pave the way for ensuring that 
the Management Systems framework start delivering on real 
improvements in a synergetic environment within the organization. 
Hopefully, this will also herald an era of meaningful assurances, 
where both buyers and sellers start seeing value in certifications.

Management
System

QMS

EMS

OHSMS

ISMS

SA

Main Focus

Quality /product 
regulatory requirements

Environment protection /
 regulatory compliance

Operational safety /
 regulatory compliance

Data protection

Social responsibility/ 
regulatory compliance

Customer / end-user

Society at large /
 immediate neighborhood

Employees / partners

Clients

Employees / society / 
partners/ neighborhood

Input product quality/
Design / process control

Emission control / 
Hazard control/
 green practices

Hazard control / 
training & awareness / 

safety drills

Data access controls / 
network controls / 
physical controls

Checklist for regulatory 
compliance / surveysl

Quality product

Compliance to
 regulations / 

green products

Compliance to
 regulations / improved 

health  & safety

Risk free service / 
product

Compliance to 
regulations / 

enhanced credibility

Major Stakeholder
Addressed

OutputMain Control

Table showing how each management systems focuses on different aspects and addresses different stakeholder groups

Tthe revised structure for all management systems standards in the future, based on ISO Guide 83 

1.   Scope (Specific to the discipline)
2.   Normative references
3.   Terms and definitions : Common terms and Core definitions + discipline specific ones)
4.   Context of the organization
5.   Leadership
6.   Planning
7.   Support 
8.   Operation
9.   Performance Evaluation
10. Improvement

Anupam Kaul, is a Principal Counsellor with the CII Institute of Quality, and looks after the areas of standardization and conform
ity assessment. For additional information, he can be contacted at anupam.kaul@cii.in
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Manufacturing still matters a great deal for India's economic
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CII-IQ 12th Anniversary celebrations: (L-R) Mr Soumitra Bhattacharya, Chairman, CII Karnataka State Council & Joint 

Managing Director, Bosch Ltd; Mr L Krishnan, Immediate Past Chairman, CII Karnataka State Council & Vice President,
IMTMA, Managing Director, TaeguTec India P Ltd; Mr Alex Botha, Chief Executive, British Safety Council, UK; Mr V Shankar,

Managing Director & CEO, Rallis India Ltd; Mr N Kumar, Chairman, CII Institute of Quality &Vice Chairman,
The Sanmar Group; Mr Bhupinder S Bhalla, IAS, Hon'ble Administrator, UTs of Daman & Diu AND Dadra & Nagar Haveli;
Mr Aroon Raman, Research & Innovation Entrepreneur; Ms Greeta Varughese, Executive Director, CII Institute of Quality

Talented workers formed the top indicator of a country’s 
competitiveness – followed by a country’s trade, financial and tax 
system, cost of labor and materials. Enhancing and growing an 
effective talent base remained core to competitiveness among the 
traditional manufacturing leaders and increasingly among 
emerging market challengers as well. Manufacturing still mattered a 
great deal for the economic prosperity stated Mr N Kumar, 
Chairman, CII-IQ at the 12th Anniversary Celebrations of the CII 
Institute of Quality in Bangalore on 9th May 2013.

Co-creation and co-production had become buzzwords in today’s 
marketing environment. Although the two referred to some recent 
trends in the relationship between firms and consumers, they are 
nevertheless different. Co-creation referred to joint value creation, 
where customers and firms could come together to mutually 
exchange and create value. He emphasized that value was 
uniquely determined by consumers and that the firm could only 
have one of two roles: to either facilitate value, or to co-create 
(become involved in the customer’s value creation process).

Co-production, with the involvement of customers, was in product 
and service development. The idea was not new and had been 
previously used in the idea of customer orientation, customer led 
innovation and using lead users to innovate. Industry, he 
underlined, needed to be conscious of the same. CII-IQ, he said, 
epitomized Quality and Excellence and always strove to address 
people and organizations needs of continuous improvement 

through Business Excellence, TPM, Lean, Six Sigma, Safety, 
Quality Management System, Metrology, Laboratory, Risk 
Management, and Education Excellence.

 
Mr Bhupinder S Bhalla, IAS, Hon'ble Administrator, UTs of 
Daman & Diu AND Dadra & Nagar Haveli and Ms Greeta 

Varughese, Executive Director, CII Institute of Quality 
exchanging MoU on  improving Education in the UTs of Daman 

& Diu AND Dadra & Nagar Haveli in the presence of 
Mr N Kumar, Chairman, CII Institute of Quality &Vice Chairman, 

The Sanmar Group.
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Mr N Kumar, further added that there was a need to go beyond 
manufacturing.  In fact, while manufacturing remained the core of 
CII-IQ’s activities, the Institute had already established itself as the 
champion of Quality in Education, Service sector and the 
Government.  IQ works with leading organizations for leveraging 
quality in areas like retail, manufacturing, financial services and 
infrastructure. Safety in Industry would be one of the new services 
that the Institute of Quality would extend to its members; mainly 
audits and the creation of the CII National Safety Awards along with 
the British Safety Council, he announced. 

While Mr Bhupinder S Bhalla, IAS, Hon'ble Administrator, UTs of 
Daman & Diu and Dadra & Nagar Haveli delivered a Special 
Address on Quality in Education, Mr Soumitra Bhattacharya, 
Chairman, CII Karnataka State Council & Joint Managing Director, 

The First edition of National Excellence Practice Competition 
was conducted by the CII Institute of Quality on 9 & 10 May in 
Bangalore as a concurrent event of the 12th CII IQ Anniversary 
Day celebration. This platform was created to showcase the 
successful practices of great Indian Organizations so that its 
learning’s could benefit India Inc.

National Stock Exchange of India emerged as the Winner with 
Wipro as the First Runner Up and Godrej & Boyce, Appliances 
Division as the Second Runner Up.

CII-IQ which has been taking many initiatives to facilitate 
various compelling needs of its members, organized this 
competition for sharing successful practices in orgnisations 
and using these learning for taking other organisations to the 
next orbit of success by its successful adaptation.

Excellent organisations focus on inclusive and 
comprehensive success by focusing on all stakeholders and 
the CII-IQ championed widespread adoption of the EFQM 
Business Excellence framework across Indian Industry has 
significantly benefitted India Inc. The Excellence Framework is 
a holistic, generic business management tool which can be 
adopted by Organizations regardless of size, sector and 
complexity.

The inaugural edition, focusing significantly on the Customer and 
their aspirations, was inaugurated by Mr V Shankar, Managing 

Bosch Ltd made a presentation on CII Karnataka Policy & Business 
Excellence.  Mr Alex Botha, Chief Executive, British Safety 
Council, UK delivered the Keynote Address on Quality in Safety and 
Mr V Shankar, Managing Director & CEO, Rallis India Ltd 
inaugurated the CII-IQ National Excellence Practice Competition 
2013.  Mr Aroon Raman, Research & Innovation Entrepreneur 
delivered the IQ Anniversary Lecture “The story within us all”  and 
Mr L Krishnan, Immediate Past Chairman, CII Karnataka State 
Council & Vice President, IMTMA and Managing Director, TaeguTec 
India P Ltd addressed the gathering with his concluding remarks.

Director & CEO, Rallis India Ltd who spoke on - “Delighting the 
Demanding Customer”  drawing upon some very interesting 
examples from his Rallis Experience. 

Inaugurating the First National Business Excellence 
Competition sponsored by National Stock Exchange, Mr 
Kumar said that the experience and the knowledge of this 
unique and diverse group of organizations formed the platform 
upon which CII’s activities and services to its members were 
built. CII IQ's products and services had been tailored to 
support the systematic implementation of the EFQM 
Excellence Model in any organization, regardless of size, 
sector or maturity. The CII EXIM Bank Award had helped 
Industry to compare one organisation with other world-class 
leaders based on rigorous and holistic assessment by a panel 
of external experts and professionals providing 
comprehensive feedback on all aspects of Business and 
strategy.

The National Business Excellence Competition was designed at 
2 levels with the 9 top scoring organisations participating in the final 
competition with their best practice presentations. Organisations 
across various sectors like Manufacturing, Auto, Infrastructure, 
Power, IT/ITes, Healthcare participated in the level 1stage by 
submitting their entry online in the competition website. A Special 
feature of the competition at this level was the online evaluation by 
many practicing managers.
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For more information on CII-IQ and on this celebration please 
contact jayashree.das@cii.in 

NATIONAL EXCELLENCE PRACTICE
COMPETITION 2013

Winners National Stock Exchange receiving the trophy from
Mr R Srinivasan, Past Chairman, CII Karnataka

Mr V Shankar, Managing Director & CEO, Rallis India Ltd 
speaking on -“Delighting the Demanding Customer” at the 

inaugural of the National Excellence Practice Competition, 2013
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The 9 organisations who qualified from Level 1 were Apollo 
Speciality Hospitals, Chennai, Godrej & Boyce Mfg Company 
Limited-Appliance Division; Kirloskar Brothers Limited; National 
Stock Exchange of India Limited; Rallis India Ltd; SAIL-Bhilai Steel 
Plant; Schneider Electric India Private Limited; TATA Steel 
Processing and Distribution Ltd and WIPRO Limited who made 
presentations on the best practices in Customer engagement in 
their respective organizations. 

Mr R Sundararaman, Senior Vice President - National Stock 
Exchange of India delivered the key note address and took the 
audience through the NSE experience while connecting the 
changing needs of customers. Mr Jagdish Ramaswamy, 
President, WCM Mfg Cell, Aditya Birla Mgt Corporation Pvt Ltd 
was the session chair. The Special Sharing Sessions were 
addressed by Mr Shyam Motwani, EVP & Business Head, 
Godrej Locking Systems & Solutions, Mr HN Ramakrishna, 

Director Marketing, BEL who spoke on Customer Engagement 
Practices with a PSU perspective and Ms Priya Vishwanathan, 
Regional Manager, Taj West End who shared the Taj 
Experience. 

The Valedictory function was chaired by Mr R Srinivasan, Past 
Chairman, CII Karnataka. In his Special Address Mr Satyendra 
Kumar, Former Senior Vice President & Global Head- Quality – 
Infosys Ltd spoke on “Customer Engagement-Future Trends”. 
Mr C V Subrahmanyam, Head, BE, CII-IQ summed up the 
Competition with a vote of thanks.

Over 50 representatives from leading companies like ACC, Aditya 
Birla Retail, Bharat Forge, Bosch, Brigade Enterprises, Britannia 
Industries, Chettinad Cement Corporation, Circor International, 
Coromandel International, DLF Utilities, Essar Steel India, 
GlaxoSmithKline Consumer Healthcare, GMR Hyderabad 
International Airport , Godrej & Boyce Mfg. Co., Greenko Wind 
Projects, Indian Oil Corporation, ITW India, L&T-Construction 
Equipment, Medreich, Metro Cash & Carry India, Michell Bearings 
India, Mphasis, Ramky Enviro Engineers, Reliance Gas 
Transportation Infrastructure, Saint-Gobain Glass India, Sanmar 
Corporate Division, SEW Infrastructure, Sodexo India On-site 
Service Solutions, SRF Limited, Synthite Industries, Taegutec 
India, TATA Global Beverages, The Tata Power Company Limited, 

Titan Industries, TUV Rheinland India, UltraTech Cement Ltd.and 
Agila Specialties attended the Conference.

Occupational Health and Safety (OHS) which is comprehensive, 
critical to the industry, constantly evolving and with high risks to the 
employees and the organisation, need OHS managers and 
professionals in the safety industry to ensure that they are fully up-
to-date on the latest standards and practices . The National Safety 
Conclave was successful as it was able to bring together the safety 
and OHS professionals to discuss designs and practical 
implementations in these areas. Participants were exposed to 
thought leadership in SHE (Safety, Health and Environement) and 
production management – with a view to introducing subjects that

For more details on the Business Excellence initiatives of the CII 
Institute of Quality please contact pm.krishnan@cii.in 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

 

First National Safety Conference

L to R: Mr A S Lakshmanan, Chairman, National Safety Council (Karnataka Chapter) & Past Chairman, CII Karnataka; Mr B S 
Ramachandra, Director, Department of Factories, Boilers, Industrial Safety and Health, Government of Karnataka; Mr Alex Botha, 

Chief Executive, British Safety Council, UK; Mr L Krishnan, Past Chairman, CII Karnataka State Council and  Vice President, IMTMA, 
Managing Director, TaeguTec India P Ltd  and Ms Jayashree Das, CII-IQ
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assist companies to continually lower operating costs, improve 
safety performance and reduce the environmental degradation.

Some of the conference takeaways are

?Ways to embed OHS planning into core business strategy and 
integrating it with all business systems and processes.

?Means to explore ongoing risk assessment, management and 
response can drive financial gain and promote a positive 
organisational culture in workplaces while enabling broad 
health and safety outcomes for employees.

?Examining factors that influence the design and application for 
the Model OHS Act and legislations.

?Case studies from industries across sectors for solutions in 
areas of high risk including manual handling, falls and hits by 
moving objects, working at heights, occupational diseases, 
fatigue and stress management. 

?Insights into effective OHS strategies that enable productivity 
and reduction of claims.

In his Special Address, Mr A S Lakshmanan, Chairman, National 
Safety Council (Karnataka Chapter) & Past Chairman, CII 
Karnataka underlined that “safety culture” could be regarded as 
part of the overall organization culture and was a mixture of shared 
values (such as the importance of a safe work environment), beliefs 
(commitment to safety), processes/procedures, management 
style, approaches to problem-solving, and 'unwritten' rules and 
practices. While enunciating the tenets of a strong organizational 
Safety culture, he underlined that ultimately, the safety 

accountability required the acceptance of responsibility by the 
employees

In his Inaugural Address, Mr Alex Botha, Chief Executive, British 
Safety Council, UK detailed the key elements of engaging with 
safety which included the association of the supply chain with high 
levels of communication and monitoring worker views with a focus 
on behavioral-based safety. The key success factors in such efforts 
included Vision, Action, Monitoring, Structure, Communication, 
Learning with a Focus on engagement. Some of the important 
pointers to create an effective organizational safety climate, he 
concluded, included establishing Health and safety as high priority 
for managers, listening to suggestions, considering solutions, 
implement options while adopting an ‘Open door’ management 
policy with adequate investment in training besides maintaining 
good working relations with the employees. 

Mr B S Ramachandra, Director Department of Factories, Boilers, 
Industrial Safety and Health, Government of Karnataka in his 
Special Address also elaborated the imperatives of the prevailing 
safety environment. 

Mr L Krishnan, Past Chairman, CII Karnataka State Council, Vice 
President, IMTMA,  Managing Director, TaeguTec India P Ltd set 
the tone of the Conference with his opening remarks and also 
summed up the inaugural session.

Other notable speakers in the various sessions included Mr Steve 
Readman, OSHCR Registered Consultant, British Safety Council, 
UK ; Mr S Chandrasekhar, Past Chairman, CII Karnataka and 
Managing Director, Bhoruka Power Corporation; Dr Y S Rajan, 
Honorary Distinguished Professor, ISRO, Dept of Space, 
Bangalore; Mr N Umesh, Vice President, Plant Manager & Head of 
Machine Building, Bosch Ltd; Mr Suresh Tanwar, Corp HSE Head, 
Tata Motors; Mr Suhas Sathe, Director, Manufacturing – 
Operations, 3M India Limited; Mr Rajesh Parim, Principal 
Counsellor & Head TPM, Lean, Six Sigma, Road Safety, CII IQ; Mr 
M L Jain, Executive Director, Chief HSE, Oil and Natural Gas 
Corporation; Mr Sudhir Kumar, Executive Director (Customer 
Service, Quality Assurance and Flight Operations), Hindustan 
Aeronautics Limited; Mr S M Balasubramaniyan, Mentor & 
Adviser, BE & QMS, CII IQ; Dr Kameswar Rao AV, Senior Director-
EHS, Biocon Group of Companies; Mr Sai Golla,  Senior General 
Manager - Quality, Environment, Health, Safety and Sustainability, 
3M India Limited ; Mr Shashank Singh, Head, Transportation 
Safety and HSE Business Transformation, Centre for HSE 
Excellence, Reliance Industries Limited; Dr S Sarangadharan, 
Chief Medical Officer, Chennai Petroleum Corporation Ltd ; Mr 
Manjunath Kodagali, Sr Manager – Safety, Jubilant Life Sciences.
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Mr L Krishnan, Past Chairman, CII Karnataka State Council,
Vice President, IMTMA,  Managing Director, TaeguTec

India P Ltd speaking at the Inaugural session

Mr Steve Readman, Consultant, British Safety Council,
UK interacting with the audience

Conference Sessions

• The View from the Top
• OHS planning in core business strategy and integrating it 

with  all business systems and processes 
• Best Safety Practices in Public Sector
• Best Practices in Safety Management
• The benefits ,  design and implementation of effective 

EHS systems from the Indian perspective
• Create a safety culture: through effective leadership, 

training and stakeholder engagement
• Safety in Public Places

For more information on CII-IQ and on this Conference 
please  contact  jayashree.das@cii.in
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The ten member CII Institute of Quality Indian delegation, led by Mr 
Rohan Ravindra Kulkarni, Managing Director,Unique Auto 
Assemblies (Ichalkaranji) Pvt Ltd.,  visited Shanghai, Wuxi, Beijing 
and Tianjin from 22nd to 26th of April 2013.

The mission started off with a briefing from Mr Naveen Srivastava, 
Consul General of India, Shanghai. The delegation introduced 
themselves and briefed him on the objectives of their visit to China. 
The interaction with the CGI was informative, a step in the right 
direction, for aspiring investors in China.

The presentation by Mr Ryan Sun of Embrics & Co. Ltd. gave the 
various investment opportunities in China and the support 

Executive Vice President, accompanied the delegation for a visit of 
the paint shop.

The delegation also attended the ‘India China Business Seminar’ 
jointly organised by CGI Shanghai and CII at Wuxi.  Ms Xu Huijuan, 
Chairwoman of CCPIT Wuxi, welcomed the Indian Delegation to 
invest in Wuxi and assured that all possible assistance would be 
extended. The Mission Leader, Mr Rohan Ravindra Kulkarni, 
briefed about the activities of CII and the objective of the Indian 
Delegation. The presentations by CGI highlighted the advantages 
of investments in India and opportunities for joint ventures. Mr 
Sanjay Kumar, Vice President (Operations), State Bank of India, 
Shanghai talked about the ‘Financing Options for Foreign Investors 
in India’. Mr Prasad Menon, of NIIT, shared his experience on his 
running business in Wuxi and the support extended by the Wuxi 
authorities to Indian Investors.

extended by them to support the Indian investors in putting up 
plants in China.

The first plant visit to SKF China Co. Ltd. was an eye opener to 
connect with the Indian plant operations and the niche’ market it 
enjoys. The presentation by Mr Walter Qian, Quality and Business 
Processes Development Manager supported as to why SKF was a 
leader in its segment.

The much awaited visit to Shanghai Volkswagen Automotive Co. 
Ltd. was an insight to the delegation representing auto sector, to 
experience the mix of latest tools and techniques, to produce error 
free vehicles. Mr Jorn Hasenfub, First Vice President & Commercial

There was an experience sharing session by the Chinese Company 
Wes Tech Solar Technology Wuxi Co. Ltd. Mr Jiang Zhongwei, 
Chairman, invited the Indian Delegation to set up joint collaboration 
with his company.

There was a visit to Jiangsu Yadea Co. Ltd., a leading electric two 
wheeler manufacturer that contributed to pollution free 
environment. Mr Tengfei Qu, Minister, Wuxi Yadea Export-Import 
Co. Ltd. Briefed on the main processes involved in the 
manufacturing of two wheelers and the challenges being faced on 
vehicle registrations at Wuxi which is a leading contributing to the 
price factor.

The delegations also visited Bosch Automotive Diesel Systems Co 
Ltd. where Mr Juergen Markwart, Senior Vice President, welcomed 
the Indian Delegation and accompanied them on Plant visit.

CII International Study Mission to China

22 - 26 April 2013

Managing Quality: A New Growth Equation 

CII-IQ Indian Delegation to China 2013
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The Bosch Quality Standards and the Excellence Framework, 
which primarily led to their success in retaining their numero uno 
status, were showcased.

The members visited Shanghai Boiler Works Co. Ltd., where Mr 
Cao Zhengping, Marketing & Sales Dept., Deputy Director 
explained the various processes involved in the Boiler plant.  The 

delegation had the opportunity of visiting the Shanghai Electric 
Power Generation Group, EPC. Mr Wu Huanqi, Vice President and 
his team joined the delegation for a plant tour. This plant was 
responsible for the supplying of power to Shanghai, uninterruptedly.

The team also visited the Bry-Air (Shanghai) Air Treatment 
Equipment Co. Ltd, which is into the business of manufacturing air

NEWS LETTER OCTOBER 2013
uality News

Meeting at TCS

Meeting with Beijing Association for Quality
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humidifiers for industrial applications. Mr Sumal Kumar, Chief 

Operating Officer, accompanied the delegation on the plant tour 

and also made a presentation on the various activities of the 

company. 

This was followed by a visit to SanDisk Semiconductor (Shanghai) 

Co. Ltd, the largest producers of semiconductor products in the 

world. Mr Yew Wee Cheong, Director, Quality and Reliability 

Engineering, made a presentation on the range of products, market 

positions, new products etc. The plant tour showed the stringent 

quality systems followed by SanDisk, which assures zero defect 

products.

The members of the delegation visited Tianjin for a meeting with 

CCPIT (China Council for the Promotion of International Trade) and 

interaction with select members. Mr Dong Li Bin, Vice Chairman 

and his team introduced the members to the Indian Delegation. The 

members had in depth discussions on various investment 

opportunities and were open to any joint venture business 

propositions. 

The delegation also visited the Great Wall Motors, the 

manufacturers of cars in Tianjin. Ms Bei Xiangyu along with her 

team took the members around the production facility. From there, 

the members went to Tianjin Automotive Industrial (Group) Co. Ltd., 

one of the largest producers of Passenger Cars, SUVs and also 

suppliers of customized Patrolling Vehicles for the Tianjin Police. 

Ms Bai Shu Zhong, Chief Economist and team, facilitated the visit 

and organized the test drive on the rugged tracks in-built in the 

factory.

On the final day of the Mission, we visited the TCS Centre. Mr Adi 

Sundaram, Mr Raghunathan and Mr Shivaji Bose made 

presentations on the Bosch Quality Systems. The delegation had 

good interaction with the team and got to understand the critical 

issues on doing business in China.

The delegation also visited Lenova China, where they were given a 

tour to their product museum. Ms Amanda Zheng and team showed 

the latest range of Phablets, Plasma Desktops, 3D computers etc. 

The final meeting was an Interactive session with the Beijing 

Association for Quality, led by Mr Bai Jinaguo, Secretary General. 

An invitation was extended to Beijing Association for Quality, to visit 

CII and also to offer any specialized trainings for their members, 

either in India or China. The delegation expressed that the visits 

were informative and opened various vistas to do business with 

China.

For more information on the Mission please contact n.deep@cii.in

Participants in the Plant Tour @ Lenova
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n13th TPM National Conference
12-13 September, Chennai

nService Excellence - What it takes to delight your customers ?
18 September, New Delhi, 20 September, Mumbai, 
23 September, Chennai, 25 September, Hyderabad 

nElimination of Fuguai (Abnormalities) - Methodology
26-27 September, Bangalore

n2nd National Conclave for Laboratories
16-17 September, Bangalore

nNational Conference on Six Sigma
20-21 September, Bangalore

nNational Summit on Quality in Education
27-28 September, Bangalore

ACTIVITIES & PROGRAMMES CONDUCTED DURING SEPTEMBER 2013

FORTHCOMING PROGRAMMES October - December 2013

29-31 Oct,
2013

Workshop on Assessment for Business 
Excellence for Large Organisations

BANGALORE

11-12 Oct,
2013

Workshop on JH Step 4 & 5

CHENNAI

8 Nov, 
2013

21st CII National Quality Summi

BANGALORE

26-27 Nov, 
2013

Culture Based Safety and Safety 

Leadership 

GURGAON

7 Nov,
2013

Masterclass by GE on Innovation Practices

BANGALORE

16-19 Oct,
2013

Laboratory Management & Internal Audit 

as per ISO / IEC 17025:05

BANGALORE

7 Nov,
2013

Masterclass by WIPRO on Knowledge 
Management

BANGALORE

16-17 Oct,
2013

SPC & Process Capability

CHENNAI

9 Nov,
2013

Masterclass by Deloitte on HR Excellence

BANGALORE

9 Nov,
2013

Masterclass by Bosch on Business 

Excellence

BANGALORE

18-19 Dec,
2013

SPC & Process Capability

GURGAON

CII Headquarters : 
Mantosh Sondhi Centre, 23 Institutional Area, Lodi Road, New Delhi 110003. Phone : 91-11-24629994 - 7   Fax :91-11-24626149 / 24633168

Confederation of Indian Industry

Confederation of Indian Industry

CONTACT DETAILS

Confederation of Indian Industry
CII Institute of Quality

Bharat Nagara 2nd Stage
Magadi Road, Vishwaneedam Post, 

Bangalore - 560 091 
T : +91 80 23286085 / 7690/9391   

F : +91 80 23280314

Chennai

Confederation of Indian Industry
Southern Region
98/1,Velacherry main road
Guindy. Chennai 600032
T : +91 44 42444555   

F : +91 44 42444510

Gurgaon

Confederation of Indian Industry 
Plot No. 249 F, Sector - 18 
Phase IV, Udyog Vihar 
Gurgaon - 122015 
T : +91 124 4014060-67    

F : +91 124 4014069 / 80

Pune Mumbai

Confederation of Indian Industry Confederation of Indian Industry
105, Kakad Chambers, 1st Floor
132 Dr Annie Besant Road
Worli, Mumbai - 400 018
Tel : 022-24931790
Fax : 022-24945831 / 24939463

Pune Zonal Office
10th Floor, Office D, Godrej Eternia-C,

 'B' Wing, 3, Off Pune Mumbai Highway
Wakdewadi, Shivajinagar, Pune 411 005
T : +91 20 66075800 / 01  

 F : +91 20 66075822

For further details, please contact:
jayashree.das@cii.in
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21st CII National Quality Summit
Quality as the Game Changer in Uncertain Times

Summit : 8 November 2013 Bangalore
Masterclasses : 7 & 9 November 2013 Bangalore

Confederation of Industry - CII IQ Announces

http://newsletters.cii.in/Quality-Newsletter/October-2013/QS-Ad-for-Communique.pdf
http://www.cii-iq.in/CII/about_us/IQ_brochure.pdf

